
A Day in the Life of Cobot

Each of the tasks takes place at one of the marked locations on the map, on either floor 5 or floor 6 of the Gates building:

1. Teach in an outdoor classroom. Microsoft Outdoor Classroom

2. Go to office hours. Citadel Teaching Commons

3. Submit an article about myself for The Link. GHC 5013 (Jason Togyer’s office, editor of
The Link)

4. Visit the Dean. GHC 5113 (Andrew Moore’s office, Dean of SCS)

5. Kindly request someone to press “6”. Elevator

6. Attend a tech talk. ASA Conference Room

7. Eat free food. Gates 6 Free food table!

8. Ask about taking 122 and 251 together during freshman spring. GHC 6019 (Jacobo Car-
rasquel’s office, freshman advisor.) (We just realized this is not actually his office (it’s
only his mailing address), and would like to apologize for the confusion.)

9. Find lost things at lost and found. GHC 6203 (Catherine Copetas’ office)

10. Rock softly on a colored wedge. Gates 6 quiet study area, overlooking Randy Pausch
bridge

11. Look at the world upside-down (and find out where students are from!). Gates 6 quiet study
area

12. Learn martial arts from the master. GHC 6015 (Klaus Sutner’s office)

13. Request someone to kindly press “5”. Elevator

14. Contemplate isometric art. Gates 5 art installation

15. Occupy carrel. Gates 5 carrels

16. Charge my phone (inductively). Gates 5 Citadel labs

17. Think about rolling down the helix. Value life and turn away. Gates 5 helix ramp
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Drawing these on the map,

The letters we passed (ignoring repeats as advised): DOONLYPRIMEJOBSREDRAW
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This tells us we should redraw Cobot’s path as if he only did the prime numbered jobs. Drawing these on the map,

Now letters we passed through read HOLDEROF9. Looking back to Task 9 (visiting the Lost and Found), the solution is
the person who maintains it, Catherine COPETAS.
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